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What Canada’s ultra-long bond cancelation tells you (and what it doesn’t)
By Warren Lovely

The announcement: At 3pm ET on Thursday, June 9th, the Bank of
Canada announced (via a somewhat cursory Market Notice) that
ultra-long (UL) bond issuance was being canceled with immediate
effect. That means the latest planned offering of the CAN 2.75% 2064s
just one week out (June 16th) is being rescinded and all future UL
issuance is on hold until further notice.

definitive word on how the federal fiscal trajectory has been
altered. For now, it’s simply ‘better’. And if you thought extra
revenue was accruing nicely in Ottawa, just image what the
picture looks like in Alberta (or Saskatchewan for that matter), as
oil prices continue to run way above budget planning
assumptions.

The immediate reaction: Cue a significant bull flattener. Bonds were
already drawing some support from a mid-afternoon equity market
stumble and generalized risk-off tone. The announced removal of UL
supply keyed a serious technical bid for long Canadas. The GoC
curve flattened a few bps quite quickly. Canadas, after having
roundly underperformed U.S. Treasuries since a distinctly hawkish BoC
rate statement back on June 1st, snugged up notably (Canada-U.S.
30s snapped in roughly 8 bps by the end of day).

True, rate hikes are already slowing the housing market, creating
economic risks for Canada. At least for now, however,
governments are basking in bonus revenue. Even assuming that
a good portion is steered to priority investments, there’s simply
less funding to do than previously envisioned.
(2)

At least initially, Friday morning data kept the flattener and nascent
GoC outperformance intact, as steamy U.S. core inflation triggered a
relatively larger selloff in Treasuries. This even as Canadian jobs data
built (at the margin) a growing case for an ultra-aggressive 75 bp BoC
hike come July. Note: On the 50 vs. 75 debate, vital Canadian CPI
data, due in a week and a half (June 22nd), could well decide matters.

If financing requirements are “generally” lower, than it stands to
reason that other borrowing lines will be leaned on less heavily
too. Simple math reinforces this point; if revenue is flowing in the
door fast enough to trigger an abrupt change in the borrowing
strategy just 20% of the way into the fiscal year, then the $4 billion
of planned UL supply isn’t really much of a shock absorber.

Some context on ultras: For those less familiar with the federal
government’s borrowing program, ultras were meant to form one part
of the GoC bond program. As per the latest Debt Management
Strategy, $4 billion in UL issuance had been planned for fiscal 202223. That was to be one part of a 35% share of the $212 billion gross
bond program being steered to the 10Y or longer end of the curve.
When it came to Ottawa’s broader funding strategy for 2022-23, the
DMS noted that “the government will maintain its long-term emphasis
in the debt management strategy.” Obviously, with their longer
duration, ultras were intended to make a non-trivial contribution to
the ongoing increase in the weighted average term of the GoC debt
stock.
Our take on the announcement: For a four sentence Market Notice
containing barely 50 words, there’s actually a fair bit one might infer
from Thursday’s announcement. Some elements of our interpretation:
(1)

For starters, above-plan revenue continues to pour in, which is
reducing net financing needs. This is the stated reason for
canceling ultra-long supply: “This decision reflects Canada’s
declining borrowing needs generally.” [Our italics]
To be clear, revenue/fiscal windfalls are nothing new, nor is this
situation unique to the federal level of government. We’ve spent
the better part of a year digesting (in some cases extraordinary)
federal-provincial budgetary upgrades. Judging from a recordlow unemployment rate and double-digit nominal GDP growth,
economic and fiscal momentum has carried over to 2022-23.
That suggests budgetary targets set down in 2022 budgets
could be beat, in some cases handily.
We don’t have much formal guidance on fiscal revisions yet. For
their part, the feds provide some colour via the monthly Fiscal
Monitor, the next version of which is due no later than July 29th
(covering the first two months of the fiscal year). But it won’t really
be until the Fall Economic Statement that we get a more

Following from #1, this likely won’t be the only adjustment to the
federal borrowing program. Indeed, the one word that caught
our attention in the uber brief Market Notice was “generally”,
which was used to describe the reduction in borrowing needs.

Consider: $4 billion is barely 1% of federal revenue and a bit less
than 2% of planned bond issuance. So nuking this segment
doesn’t sop up a lot of extra revenue. As a result, we expect other
tenors of the GoC bond program could well be adjusted. That
could be achieved via few planned operations and/or reduced
auction sizes. On the former (i.e., auction frequency), the
upcoming Quarterly Bond Schedule (arriving before the end of
June) will be informative. On the latter (i.e., auction sizes), we’ll
really need to watch the individual Call for Tenders.
(3)

When it comes to the GoC bond program, nixing ultras is the
most ‘natural’ place to start from the government’s point of view.
Look, ultras are a bit of a special case when it comes to GoC
issuance. CAN 2064s never really formed a core element of the
GoC bond program. We won’t necessarily call them a novelty
act, but even when ultras were getting done, no one confused
them with the larger and more frequent 2-, 5-, 10- or 30-year
operations.
Again, if borrowing needs are lower, better to maintain supply in
these legit benchmark tenors. That’s simply got to be a higher
priority. Liquidity and market-making in ultras has never been
great. And more recently, ultras haven’t exactly been giving off a
great vibe. Just look at the coverage ratio the last couple of
times out. Coverage dropped below 2X last November and set a
new low-water mark of 1.6X in March 2022. (Compare that to the
2.7X coverage ratio observed back in 2017.) Market participant
feedback, one presumes, has likely not been great.
Clearly, inflation anxiety is taxing investor demand for nominal
bond exposure out the curve. That’s understandable. On its own,
tepid demand argued for reduced UL auction size and/or
frequency. Add in the bonus cash situation and collapsing this
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segment of the bond program just made sense, even if the
timeline for communicating the change left a bit to be desired.
(4)

At this point, T-bills have little more to offer in terms of cashabsorption potential. If you’ve followed Ottawa’s funding
strategy over the years, you might have gathered that the T-bill
program has traditionally been the quickest and easiest way to
absorb fiscal surprises. Need extra dough? Gross up T-bill
tenders to growth the program. Have extra cash? Do the
opposite and drive the T-bill stock lower. It’s been a consistent
strategy… up until now that is.
While we could debate the exact minimum level of outstanding
T-bills required to maintain good market functioning, at roughly
$200 billion, we’re presumably not far off this notional floor.
Notwithstanding BoC rate hike anxiety, earlier feedback
(repeated in the DMS) had pointed for underlying demand for Tbills. There’s still excess liquidity in the system. Moreover, there
might just be a need for T-bills to substitute for a prospective
reduction in other short-term paper (e.g., BAs) as market reforms
take hold. Could there be a market for say a 1-month T-bill? This
is a question worth debating.
Suffice it to say, drawing down T-bills as a means of absorbing
bonus revenue just isn’t a particularly viable option at present.
That makes a smaller bond program the necessarily adjustment
factor for now.

(5)

Don’t interpret the UL announcement as a wholesale
abandonment of the government’s longer-term funding
strategy. You may recall that the feds went all-in on a term-out
in fiscal 2021-22. As for 2022-23, the DMS walked things back a
bit, but still professed a “long-term emphasis” when it came to
planned bond supply.
Assuming other tenors of the bond program get their own
haircuts, the 35% intended share of issuance steered to 10Y+
maturities might not be that far off the mark in the end. In other
words, we still expect that the longer-term share of issuance and
resulting weighted average term of new supply will remain
relatively long, at least vs. the pre-COVID funding model (which
generally saw a scant 20% of gross supply printed beyond 5years).

(6)

Nor should the axing of the UL program be confused with an
imminent boost to RRBs. As noted, inflation anxiety is weighing on
nominal bond demand, helping to explain the lack of enthusiasm
for the last few offerings of the CAN 2064s. Does that mean the
feds are about to steer more supply into the inflation-linked
market? Not so fast.
Again, the key driver behind Thursday’s change is extra
revenue/lower borrowing needs. That suggests that few, if any,
segments of the GoC borrowing program will be increased.
Rather, it’s all about degrees of reductions. RRBs, like ultras, are
a bit of a special case to us, having a more limited investor

audience (at least historically). You could argue that investors
have alternatives for getting inflation protection, including a
deep and well-developed U.S. TIPS market to say nothing of
less-liquid real assets.
When it comes to RRBs, it may well be a case of “if you build it
(i.e., auction it), they will come”, so don’t be surprised if Finance
Canada and the BoC probe on primary dealer and investor
enthusiasm for an enlarged RRB program in future consultations.
But we don’t necessarily see that translating into a near-term
increase in linker supply… not in this fiscal environment anyway.
Bottom line: Clearly, federal and provincial governments continue to
benefit from Canada’s extraordinary nominal income generation. This
takes the form of unplanned revenue and allows for budgetary beats
vs. plan. That in turn means lower-than-expected borrowing needs.
No question, having fewer bonds to offer is a technical plus, not just
for the federal government but for many provinces as well. It’s
particularly comforting given ongoing inflation-related anxiety in
fixed income markets and balance sheet reduction efforts now
underway by many major central banks (including here at home by
the Bank of Canada).
Are we surprised that Ottawa needs to issue fewer bonds? Not in the
least. Did everybody love the way this change was communicated?
Not likely, given it came so close to the planned 2064 operation. Will
there be other reductions in bond supply? That seems almost certain,
and we’ll be looking for hints in this direction via June’s QBS.
We don’t necessarily see the federal government as having made a
market call here. And to us, nuking ultras may not signal a wholesale
abandonment of the government’s longer-term strategy (vs. the prepandemic funding model at least). In other words, it might not be
appropriate to interpret this as supporting a structural curve
flattener. Nor do we expect the recent apathy towards nominal long
bonds to translate into enhanced RRB supply. There’s likely some
convincing that needs to be done before Ottawa enhances RRB
supply. (In recent years, they’ve actually gone the other way, trimming
what had already been a fairly modest amount of RRB supply further.)
All else equal, fewer GoC bonds are obviously a technical tonic for
Canada-U.S. yield differentials. Still, relative performance is likely to
be more clearly driven by the policy rate path ultimately adopted by
both the BoC and the U.S. Fed. Notwithstanding housing risks, we
could make a case for economic resilience in Canada, which in the
final analysis may allow the BoC to go further on the policy rate (and
to hold on longer) than the Fed. Imagine that. That would certainly
buck the trend observed during the last North American monetary
tightening episode and could argue for cheaper levels on CanadaU.S. than we’ve grown accustomed to. So take this for what it is, a
fiscally inspired tweak to the GoC bond program, but not the only
change in funding that will be needed and not necessarily grounds
for a permanent re-pricing on the curve or on a cross-market basis.
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